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IT'S THE MONEY!
THE SCREEN STOLE THE SPOTLIGHT
'No sign' of Russian troop pullout

BBC News - World
Nato says it is not seeing a promised Russian troop pullout from the border with eastern Ukraine, as the alliance readies its response to Moscow.

Plane search 'most challenging ever'

BBC News - World
The search for missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 could take weeks and is the "most challenging ever", the Australian official coordinating the search says.

BBC News - World
A bullet lodged in an infant's brain during an attack on a church in Kenya more than a week ago is removed in an operation, a hospital spokesman says.

'Obamacare' deadline sparks surge

BBC News - World
Hundreds of thousands of Americans sign up for insurance under Barack Obama's healthcare programme, before a key enrolment deadline.

Japan to relax arms export ban

BBC News - World
Japan is to ease its self-imposed arms export ban for the first time in almost 50 years, in a move likely to worry China.

Tunisia policemen jailed for rape

BBC News - World
Two Tunisian policemen are sentenced to seven years in prison for raping a young woman, a case that triggered protests and global condemnation.

China general in corruption charges

BBC News - World
China charges ex-general Gu Junshan, who is accused of amassing several lavish properties, with corruption and abuse of power, state media report.

Zuckerberg reaps $3.3bn on Monday the full transcript of radio communications between the pilots on Flight 370 and air traffic control, but reiterated that there was no indication of anything abnormal before the plane vanished last month. Read full article »

Colbert fires back at the 'interwebs'

Stephen Colbert and his writing staff were in fighting form Monday night, after a controversy stemming from an out-of-context tweet had hashtag activists calling for his head. Accompanied by the somber "Adagio for Strings," the show opened with a montage that showed the "Report" being dismantled and shut down like a shipping vessel being retired from duty: the lights went out, a flower wilted, and news reports calling for the cancellation of the show all played, along with the famous image.

Fact Checker: A Democratic attack ad tries to connect the dots, and earns 4 Pinocchios

The Obama campaign and the Democrats are getting some pushback from Republicans and outside groups.
For every Twitter trending hashtag there is someone in the world completely freaking out about what a slam dunk their hashtag idea was.

Hundreds of thousands of Americans sign up for insurance under Ryan, Colbert, Podiatry, and the “Report” being used and shut down like a shipping vessel being retired from duty: the lights went out, a flower wilted, and news reports calling for the cancellation of the show all played along with the famous image...

Fact Checker: A Democratic attack ad tries to connect the dots, and earns 4 Pinocchios
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